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Vrasdonk: Man's Evolution and Christian Theology

Man's Evolution And
Christian Theology
Rev. William Vrasdonk
Evolution as a Crisis
Contemporary man is made acquainted with many data of evolution. The evolutionary
interpretation of reality is creating an awareness of an openness toward the experience of
infinitely new and overwhelming possibilities. The new horizons are greeted as a
challenge, bu t, on the other hand, the new possibilities are accompanied by the collapse
of traditional dams and existing institutions. The old no longer possesses for man the
unquestioned authority of a culturally-sanctioned philosophy. The tradition itself
becomes an object of reflection and criticism, and man becomes less secure and feels
frightened because he senses that he is basically unprotected. Man finds himself in a crisis.
He is uncertain whether or not reality is proceeding on a pre-determined course, and he
wonders whether there is an ultimate meaning in the evolutionary process. Thus,
evolution itself becomes the object of man's questioning mind. The problem is the
awareness of the total evolutionary character of reality and the powerlessness of man to
make an essential evaluation of this situation. Perhaps the only thing left to be said is that
the future will tell what will come next. The condemnation to such a passive state of
mind does not agree very well with man's creative and dominative nature.
Different reactions have emerged and there are those who do not want to risk a
possible catastrophic destructive course of the future. They want to undertake whatever
is possible to maintain and enhance the life's chance for mankind. Man assumes his
authority and exercises his power for his own evolution. By means of the idea of progress
the future becomes what is practically possible. The land of utopia no longer lies
somewhere beyond our capacities, but it becomes the result of scientific calculations and
objective speculations. Thus man's evolution is no longer totally open, but it is subjected
to the influence of man's pronounced expectations and his creative efforts. In this way
man sets himself on the road toward a future created by himself, putting at stake
everything that man's being has meant for him in his long traditional past. This new stage
in man's evolution is understood as a crisis.
The perhaps in itself meaningless process of evolution has come to a level where it will
receive meaning because of man's creative ability by which he determines his own future.
Thus man will liberate himself from an enigmatic process, and he will celebrate his newly
established freedom by going his own selected way. The result of this intellectualized
evolution is that man abolishes to a certain degree the evolutionary character of evolution
itself. Any particular interpretation of life and the totalitarian realization thereof robs life
from its greater resort of possibilities and potentialities. Then we ought not to be
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surprised that the mystery of life may quickly dry up and become hard and sterile. (cf.
Huxley's Brave New World) If the evolutionary crises in human life are ended by a
positive resolution, then it is questionable whether that does not also mean the ending of
the liveness of human life and the movements of the world process. Therefore, it becomes
an important question whether the science of evolution which resolves evolution into
knowledge does justice to the evolutionary character of evolution and to the evolutionary
character of its own knowledge.

Evolutionary Theory as a Problem
Evolution as a theory is based on principles which serve as criteria for the control of
the scientific research in the evolutionary process of reality. The scientific observer,
however, faces the difficulty that his object is not firmly established but is still in a state
of flux. Here the scientific observer does not stand over or against evolution but in the
midst of the events, and exerts an influence on these events by being part of the process
of evolution. Therefore, evolution as the object of our study is engaged in a two-fold
movement which derives first from the process character of all past events, and secondly
from the continual change in the man who contemplates evolution and is himself subject
to evolutionary development. The evolutionary character of the scientific observer is the
point at which there constantly occurs the decisive process of translating the present
findings into the theory of evolution. Thus the present data are objectified by
evolutionary theory which is therefore subject to the process of evolution and makes
evolution.
The concept "evolution" is a product of a process that combined scientific data and
abstract ideas and interpretations to what is now proposed as the generally widely
accepted objective fact of evolution. The verification of this evolutionary theory is very
difficult, to say the least. The scientific observer can go into a controlled situation and
produce the observable fact that evolution is possible. But that does not necessarily prove
that evolution actually occurred. 1 Reality as it exists has to do with highly complicated
structures whose isolation in the controlled situation destroys the fact of their being so
manifoldly conditioned. So, evolutionary science can know an individual fact, but its
final evaluation can be done only with the wider context, and the wider context can be
evaluated only along with the individual fact . Thus fact and meaning are inter-related.
When evolutionary science moves from isolated individual facts to more general
statements enbracing evolutionary process, there arises the problem of the forming of
evolutionary concepts. These concepts obtain their au thority from the perspectives of the
moment, and therefore cannot claim to comprehend the evolutionary process as such, but
they designate a method of making the process of reality understandable. These
methodological theories require verification by the objective reality, and are therefore
constantly open to questions.
One of these theories can be called "the law of evolution." A certain connection
between cause and effect has been discovered, and this connection is used as a rule by
which events are interpreted and understood. The correctness of such a law can be
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verified at single instances and in the definite processes of evolution only. In this sense
the substance of evolution is determined by a chain of cause and effect. However, beyond
these definite processes the totality of the evolutionary process is so complex that we
cannot discover all the conditions which cause them. Only a selection of them will
become known. We can reason from effects to causes, but almost never from causes to
effects. Therefore the real evolutionary factor lies in the concept of possibility rather
than in that of necessity. Thus the concept of causality too is only of relative significance.
The stringency of the causality of natural science has been renounced by certain
authorities in the field of evolution, and they describe the transition in evolutionary
processes not as a transition from cause to effect, but from posibility to reality . This idea
of interpretation has been expressed by the concept "tendency". What stands between
possibilities and realized realities is not causal necessity, but tendency, inclination,
specific openness toward something which can become real in certain evolutionary
situations. A criticism of this viewpoint may argue that this theory is without any
objective teleology, and the whole process is dominated by a blind impulse. When
tendency, on the other hand, is understood as something that mediates between the real
objective possibilities and the subjective decisions, and to that extent places the
evolutionary facts within the stream of the evolutionary process, then the expressions of
tendencies contain a subjective character as well as an objective character, and in this
unity a teleology can be found. The problem, of course, is the discovery and the true
understanding of this teleology. Thus we arrive at a vicious circle , because our search for
an understanding of evolution is already of a teleological nature, and therefore the
problem remains the same. We may already conclude that all evolutionary concepts have
a certain fluidity. They are theoretical concepts whose applicability must be checked in
detail. This fluidity is an indication that any fixed metaphysical systematizing is being
rejected because of the limited evolutionary perspective of the observer who uses his
theory to shed light on an enigmatic reality. The fulftilment of the evolutionary process is
not yet realized and therefore cannot yet be conceived.
The problem with evolutionary theory is that the essence of a thing is to be grasped
from its evolutionary development. But the result of the evolutionary process is decided
within the evolutionary process itself. Therefore, absolute concepts of evolution cannot
be reached by way of abstraction from the particular to the general, nor yet by a
comprehensive review of past events. The realized reality within evolution can be
understood only as a fragmentary anticipation. Evolution has not yet reached its end, and
therefore cannot yet be resolved into evolutionary knowledge.

Some Reflections on a Philosophy of Evolution
The problem regarding evolutionary theories leads us to the problem on the
philosophy of evolution. The question to be discussed is: How can a philosophy of
evolu tion be possible in the Greek sense of knowledge and science? Evolu tion is
essentially characterized by the elements of development, growth, and change. These
elements indicate an opposition of the essence of an established reality, which was the
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object of classical Greek philosophy. Thus "philosophy of evolution" may appear as a
contradiction in terms. In spite of this contradiction the general concepts of evolution are
characterized by essential elements and are of a philosophical nature in the traditional
Greek sense of the word. The human mind and its philosophical quality wants to
understand, and moreover wants to comprehend reality; otherwise it will feel it is
drowning in the incomprehensible ocean of arbitrary movements. The human mind wants
to understand the immanent logos; wants to discover the underlying meaning. Evolution
is more than an abstract concept; it proposes itself as a valid philosophical interpretation
of reality, and therefore it is a particular comprehension of reality . The problem in this
respect is, when evolution is com prehended it ceases to be evolution in the original sense
of the word but becomes more like a mechanical process where the relation of cause and
effect dominates with causal necessity .
In our philosophical understanding of evolution we should keep in mind that there is a
difference between evolution as an observation in natural science and evolution as a
philosophical, essential, interpretation of the existing reality. In "The Origin of the
Species" Darwin already cautiously warns us that what is true for one observation is not
necessarily true for other phenomena, saying that analogy may be a deceitful guide. 2 His
general conclusions do not go beyond his findings and some deductive arguments which
state that; (1) natural selection must be and is going on, (2) species have evolved, and
(3) natural selection has been - and is - the main instrument of this evolution. There is
always the danger of the Naturalistic Fallacy, which is an attempt to deduce philosophical
conclusions from what is known to us only as a scientific fact within the frame of that
particular science.
Thus evolution is quite often understood as a summary term for reality in its totality
and as a self-contained movement and development of a universal whole in which
everything together upholds and manifests itself. This abstract concept then becomes the
key by which we can open the door to the full understanding of the universe. Every event
and every happening is then condemned to be interpreted by this prejudice and there is
no essential openness toward something basically new. The philosophical question about
the essence of the existing reality has been answered by a deduction from some
observations which has lead to a philosophical conclusion about the nature of all of
reality. On the other hand, we find that the definition, comprehension, and
understanding of evolution inevitably brings about at the same time an abrogation, a
negation and annihilation of evolution, because there is no openness for the radical new of
the not-yet, which is an expected element of the abstract concept of evolution.
It has often been stated, and rightly so, that the idea of evolution was basically foreign
to Greek thought, which was primarily in search of the unchanging, ever true, good, and
beautiful; that what is unstable and changing does not show signs of anything which is
perpetual, is not of great interest, and is not really worth knowing. Greek philosophy
lacks the sense for change and newness, because there can be no divine sense in the
mutable. This Greek evaluation of knowledge has permeated our philosophical approach
of the phenomenon of evolution . We want to know the logos of this interpretation of
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reality, we are in search for the underlying law by which evolution occurs, and we want
to discover the intrinsic essential meaning which may act as the soul of the concrete
development in evolution. The question is whether this is the only way to satisfy our
basic need for redemption out of an arbitrary movement which urges us to take control
before a final annihilation occurs. The knowledge of what is taking place is certainly a
means of diminishing our basic anxiety and it provides a desired point of reliance. With
regard to evolution, however, this appears to be a never-ending frustration process
because it is contradictory to evolution to be comprehended. There are too many
questions left open and too much change going on to produce a basic principle or
fundamental law by which evolution can be understood. Perhaps the desired basic
security can be provided in a different way?

Beyond the Metaphysics of Evolution
The Greek term "logos" refers to what is now and always, and in this sense there can
be no "logos" of the future of evolution, unless the future is just emerging from a process
which is already determined by present conditions. If the future in evolution includes
something essentially new, then we cannot say anything meaningful about it from our
present point of view. Whatever we will say lacks the qualification of logical truth and
therefore will go beyond the reach of the classical notion of metaphysics. Does this mean
that we are totally blind and that we have no authority to say anything about the future
in evolution? Is our human authority exclusively justified by the "logos"? When classical
ontological statements about the future of evolution seem to be impossible that does not
mean that the human attitude about this future must be totally dominated by this
philosophical impotency.
Classical metaphysics can be compared with science. The scientific mind is determined
by the frame of reference and the data which form this particular scientific discipline.
Thus, because of this particular condition, science itself did not always hold possible the
discoveries which were made in spite of this dicipline. In such events science had to
change its frame of reference. Because of these accidental happenings the scientific logos
had to be changed. The question now is whether we have accidental information by
which we can go beyond the metaphysical realm in our understanding of the future of
evolution. Is there some information that is not of a metaphysical nature and which still
serves as an authority by which we can have a positive expectation in regard to the future
of evolution? This is, of course, the most important question. Everyone wants to know
what the chances for the future are. Any reliable source that indicates some positive
expectations is desperately needed. It does not really matter, then, whether this
information is of a metaphysical or of a different nature.
A theory of man's evolution is of course based on some scientific data from which the
idea evolution emerged. The speculations about the future of this evolution are
reasonable only if they are in line with the same scientific data. Thus our thinking about
evolution is pre-determined and conditioned, because it has to be understood within a
frame of reference - science. However, at this point the proposal is made that the idea of
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evolution can be seen in a different aspect. The future of man's evolution can be viewed
from a definite reality in history which announces the future of that reality, its future
possibilities and its governing influences on the future. A theology of man's evolution
speaks of Jesus Christ and his future , which is of extrapolative importance for the
ultimate understanding of man's development. The speculations of this nature are beyond
natural science and beyond the realm of philosophy, insofar as they express insights in
Jesus Christ, which are matters of faith in this historical person and which cannot be
immediately verified.
These speculations recognize the reality of the rising of Jesus and the proclamations of
the future of the risen Lord. The fact that this theology is related to and comes from the
historical Christ makes the enterprise different from a philosophy of utopia. Therefore,
our understanding of man's evolution is not totally determined by scientific research,
which offers some ground for possible speculations. The faith in Jesus Christ is an
additional source of information which offers mankind the opportunity to think about its
own fu ture in a very specific way. This way is not so much characterized by the logos as
that it is founded in a trust in Jesus Christ and his future. The vision of Teilhard de
Chardin, whose concept of each individual's and each generation's contribution to the
construction of the "noosphere", identifies the ultimate center of this noogenesis - point
omega - with Christ. Within this viewpoint man's evolution has a positive future in the
fulfillment of mankind's religious vocation in Christ and in his own future . The question
is, of course, how this vocation in Christ should be understood.

Judea-Christian Aspects of Reality
As was mentioned above, the Greek mind was mainly interested in the knowledge of
the everlasting constant order of eternity within the logos. The Judeo-Christian tradition,
however, offers an aspect of reality which goes beyond this metaphysical approach. This
aspect is of an eschatological nature within its own religious tradition. Here the divine is
not seen as that which is ever existent and unchangeable, but is expected in the future
from the God of the promises. Jewish and Christian messianic thought is characterized by
a theological evaluation of reality which expects the arrival of the promised future of
God. This eschatological element of Christianity is the perspective in which everything
becomes meaningful and has a chance to believe in a positive future.
The problem is that this future cannot be pictured on the basis of the given world and
of the experiences which we already have of the world. The future depends on the God
who made Himself known in Exodus and in Israelite prophecy, and who has shown
Himself to be faithful to His promises. A theology of man's evolution is not a knowledge
of what he can expect, but is a theology of trust and understanding of what is reasonable
and unreasonable about trust in the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and the Father of
the Lord Jesus Christ. This means that this trust is not blind. On the contrary, the
Judeo-Christian tradition is formed by the confessions of those who have experienced
God's faithfulness to His creation. This tradition contains also the wisdom which guides
mankind on a path toward a positive regard for reality. Thus, man's evolution is not
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resolved into knowledge, but the evolutionary character of reality is sanctioned and is
opened by trust.
Of course, recognition should be given to the implications of these statements. The
message contained in this theological theory is that the scientific data which led to the
rise of evolutionary theories are not necessarily the door to the awful discovery of reality
as a blind process. Also, although a metaphysical concept of evolution is impossible yet,
this need not leave us impotent in an ultimate evaluation of evolution. These dead-locks
are opened by the aspect of trust, which is not exclusively based on scientific information
or the comprehension of the logos of evolution, but which is contained within the
religious experience of the Judeo-Christian tradition. This tradition found major
fulfIllment in the coming of Jesus Christ. The faith in Christ prevents our expectation
from becoming a utopia. On the other hand, this trust in Christ is not exclusively
characterized by an understanding of the future either. The unknown future of Christ is
beyond our comprehension and is not eschatological in the sense of the philosophical
logos. This means that this trust will never be able to reconcile itself totally with the
logical laws of this world, because in that case trust would resul t from experiences only.
Trust must go beyond this, because it is the condition for the possibility of new
experiences. Thus, trust does not seek to make a logical picture of the existing reality, but
leads the existing reality toward an expected transformation. In doing so, trust gives
reality an evolutionary character. It is here that a theology of man's evolution must prove
itself to be true. The trust in the God of the Judeo-Christian tradition is the foundation
and the mainspring of theological thinking. It is an openness toward the future within the
perspectives of the divine revelation, the resurrection of Christ, and the mission of faith in
our reality.
The important aspect in this context is the positive attitude toward the world. This
positive regard is not the fruit of mere philosophical reflections but is stimulated by the
rising of Christ, which opens prospects for the whole creation. For the knowledge and
comprehension of reality, that means that because of Christ's future our theological
concepts do not become ontological statements which explain flatly what reality is. The
theological enterprise is interested in anticipations and prospects of future possibilities of
reality. Therefore, theology is engaged in a process of movement which will bring forth
movement and change .

Some Theological Reflections on Man's Evolution
Within the scope of an article it is, of course, impossible to give an elaborate theology
as proposed above. However, some major concentrated contributions should be noted,
especially within the modern trend of the Theology of Hope.
As mentioned above, the resurrection of Christ plays a major role in the positive
expectation toward a possible future, not just for the individual but for reality as a whole
as well. The theology today is very much interested in the implications of this doxological
phenomenon within the tradition of the Christian churches. Numerous articles are being
published in all sorts of magazines. The resurrection, of course, is of great importance for
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our understanding of Christ (Christology), especially with regard to what we may expect
in the future (Eschatology). In his article "Hope Seeking Understanding" Gerald G.
O'Collins has summarized some of the theological problems insofar as different
viewpoints are identified with different theologians. 3 Jurgen Moltmann and Wolfhard
Pannenberg both agree that God is revealed as the power of our future , as "God before
us" (p. 156). However, they disagree in their evaluation of eschatology.
"For both, 'reality is anchored in the future' but for Pannenberg this future is
disclosed in its totality as world history through a real proleptic anticipation. For
Moltmann, it is a promised future drawing men on in hope. Moltmann questions
Pannenberg for the way he understands the resurrection as really anticipating the
eschaton and permitting a proleptic view of universal history. Christ's history is still
going on; Christ has a genuine future as the one for whom we wait in hope; he too
is in the movement to the goal and it is in this respect that he encounters us. The
revelation in Christ is not closed; it is related to a reality not yet there.,,4
O'Coliins brings out the point that for Moltmann and others the future is not the
revelation or disclosure of something which is already present but still hidden or a
continuation of a pattern which already exists, but "Something truly new" (p. 156). Thus
Moltmann recognizes the mission of Christians in Christ's resurrection, because our future
is not merely the repetition of Christ's resurrection in our individual lives. Christ's
resurrection opens for us a faith in Christ who is still alive and who still has a future ahead
of him. His resurrection is not just an extrapolative frame for our theological reflections
on the future of mankind, but Christ's future is of an extrapolative influence for the
evolution of the new. In this sense Moltmann disagrees with Barth who thought that what
lies ahead is the coming into existence of what is already potentially present. "All is not
yet new; it has not yet appeared what we shall be." (p . 157) In this respect the mission of
the Church does not seek to transmit doctrinal statements about Jesus Christ, but to
disclose the presence of the risen and coming Lord. This missionary enterprise is open to
enquiries about the new possibilities of human existence.
The dominant question - who or what is man - is not answered by comparing man
with God or with animals in order to define his specific differences by the process of
eliminating the divine as well as the animal characteristics. Man acquires new knowledge
of himself by placing himself in the ligh t of the divine mission which shows him the
discrepancy between what he is, and what he is to be. This experience does not tell man
what he is, but to what the mission will lead him. Man becomes understandable not in the
static ontological hierarchy of classical metaphysical concepts, but from the perspectives
in which he lives. The New Testament places all men within the perspectives of Christ's
future. The extension of this invitation to all men (mission) is the process of developing
human existence in the light of this future. Thus man is in the process of becoming. The
whole present situation becomes meaningful in its evolutionary possibilities within the
future of Christ.
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This approach does not look for eternal laws in the eXisting reality, but for the
possible transformat.ion of this reality into the openness toward this future . The totality of
the world is not seen here as a self-dependent cosmos which has in itself the seeds of its
own fulflliment in a continuous evolutionary process. The dynamical understanding of
this process has received a perspective which is focused in Christ's future. And man, the
subject of this understanding, is summoned to live within the perspective of this
evolution. He can no longer take being as it is, but he must transform this being and must
understand it with in this dynamical process.
The implications of this mission are truly impressive, because the miseries and
expectations of this life cannot be taken for granted as m atters of fate or good luck. They
must be taken wi thin the consideration of a meaningful explanation, which may become
possible on the basis of the phenomenon of Christ's resurrection and his future. Thus it
becomes understandable that Christianity and Christian theology are to fulfill a function
which reaches beyond itself. It is the eschatological orientation toward the sovereignity of
the risen Lord that characterizes the life of the Church. As a result, the future of man and
his world does not depend on our attempts of self-realization or self-protection, but is
engaged in the process of transformation toward the future of the risen Lord.

Conclusion
Without resolving evolution into knowledge, and without leaving evolution as an
unintelligible process, Christian theology offers a true perspective of man's evolution
insofar as the future of the risen Lord and His coming is to be expected. Thus, the future
of man's evolution can be looked for within a fragmentary anticipation of the realized
reality of Christ's resurrection. However, Christ is not just the prototype of the human
existence, and his resurrection is not exclusively of a proleptic nature. Rather, the future
of the risen Lord has an extrapolative influence, by which our reality does not just receive
meaning and understanding, but becomes subject to the process of transformation within
the missionary function of the Church.

1 Ryan, Bernard: The Evolution of Man (The Newman Press, Westmin ste r, Maryland ; 1965) , pp . 2-3,
"With the aid of the geologist, wh o can classify the geological ages from the strata on th e surface of
the ear th, the paleon t ologist can correlate th e fossil remains of organisms with the geological ages
and discover the chronological app earance of the organisms. These are the data from which the
scien tist may conclude what he wishes. The evolutionist concludes that the higher species of
organisms, because of their chronological appearance, evolved from the lower species. This is a pure
guess, an hypothesis; and the gathering of more data of the same kind cannot verify macroevolution
as an historical fac t."
2 Darwin, The Origin of the Species; pp. 424-425
3 Gerald G. O'Collins; "Hope Seeking Understanding" (Theology Digest, Vol. XVI, Nr. 2; Summer
1968; pp. 155-159)
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4 Ibid. p. 156.
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